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The integer quantum Hall effect

The origin for plateau formation and broad minima
lies in electron localization. In spite of the extreme care
with which the 2DES is prepared, there remain some
energetic valleys and hillocks along the interface, be
they due to residual defects, steps, or impurities. Each
Landau level is a reproduction of this uneven landscape.
As a Landau level is being filled with electrons, some of
the electrons get trapped (localized) and isolated. They
no longer participate in the electrical conduction
through the specimen, and these patches of localized
electrons become inert and act like a set of holes cut out
from the 2D sheet. As in a perforated metal sheet, such
isolated patches do not affect the measurements of the
density of mobile carriers in the flat part of the land-
scape, which are circumnavigating the hills and valleys.
As long as filling and emptying of a Landau level fills or
empties only the localized states at the energetic fringes,
while keeping the Landau level in the extended flat re-
gions full to capacity, the sample’s Hall resistance RH
and magnetoresistance R remain steady. Since, in the
conducting regions, the Landau level is full, the Hall
resistance remains fixed to its quantized value. Localized
electrons provide a reservoir of carriers that keep the
Landau levels in the energetically flat part of the sample
exactly filled for finite stretches of magnetic field, giving
rise to finite stretches of quantized Hall resistance and
vanishing resistance in the IQHE.

The precision of quantization does not depend on the
shape and size of the specimen, nor on the particular
care taken to define its contact regions. (Figure 8 shows
a particularly egregious example.) In a quirk of nature,
the existence and precision of the IQHE plateaus re-
quires the existence of imperfections in the sample.
Without such dirt there would be no IQHE. Instead,

even in a 2DES, one would revert to Edwin Hall’s
straight line.

In an ingenious thought experiment, Bob Laughlin
was able to deduce the existence and precision of the
IQHE from a set of very simple experimental ingredi-
ents (see his contribution to this volume). In his ap-
proach, the value of RH!h/(ie2)!(h/e)/(ie) emerges
as a ratio of the magnetic flux quantum !0!h/e and the
electronic charge e, together with the number of occu-
pied Landau levels i. Magnetic flux quanta are the el-
ementary units in which a magnetic field interacts with a
system of electrons. (The magnetic field itself is not
quantized. This is different from charge, which usually
comes in chunks of e. However, for the purposes of this
lecture, which deals with magnetic fields in the presence
of electrons, one may think of it as being quantized.)
Being the ratio of !0 to e, one can regard RH as being a
very precise measure of the electron charge when ex-
pressed as e!!0 /(iRH). From this purview, Klaus von
Klitzing’s experiment has provided a highly accurate
electrometer to determine the charge of the current-
carrying particle in a 2DES.

THE FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

Discovery

In the beginning of October, 1981, Dan Tsui and I,
both working at Bell Labs, had taken a specimen of a
new sample made from modulation-doped GaAs/
AlGaAs material to the Francis Bitter Magnet Lab at
MIT in Cambridge. The sample had been grown by Art
Gossard, also of Bell Labs, and his assistant Willie Wieg-
mann. Having gained increasing experience with modu-
lation doping over the course of a couple of years, they
had, for the first time, been able to fabricate a low-
electron-density sample (n!1.23"1011 cm#2) with an
exceedingly high mobility of "!90 000 cm2/V sec. Fig-
ure 8 is actually a photograph of this specimen. Given
the high magnetic fields available at the magnet lab, we
foresaw being able to venture into the so-called extreme
quantum limit, where the lowest Landau level is only
partially occupied with electrons. The goal was to inves-
tigate this regime for signs of the so-called Wigner solid,
an electron crystal in two dimensions. The formation of
such a regular array of electrons had been predicted
theoretically, but remained unobserved.

On October 7, a Hall measurement on this specimen
at the temperature of liquid He (4.2 K) produced the
data at the top of Fig. 9. The largely linear relationship
between Hall resistance RH and magnetic field B is evi-
dent. Deviations at low field indicate the emergence of
the IQHE. Knowledge of the electron density, as well as
the values of the resistance steps #RH!h/(ie2), i
!1,2,3 . . . ], clearly identify these features as the IQHE.
With the last (i!1) step occurring at B$5 T (%7 cm on
the mm paper), for all fields beyond this point the elec-
trons had to reside in the lowest Landau level, filling it
to only a fraction & of its capacity. As the sample was
cooled to 1.5 K, the IQHE features firmed up, develop-

FIG. 8. Photograph of a GaAs/AlGaAs sample. The size is
about 6"1.5 mm. Black area (in reality mirrorlike but reflect-
ing the black camera) is the original surface above the 2DES.
Gray areas have been scratched away to confine the current
path to the center of the sample. White areas are indium
blotches used to make contact with the 2DES. Gold wires are
attached. Specimens like this one, prepared with little atten-
tion to exact dimension or to tidiness, show quantization of the
Hall resistance to an accuracy of about 10 parts in a billion.
The specimen shown is the sample in which the fractional
quantum Hall effect (FQHE) was discovered in 1981.
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dard. Concomitant with the quantization of RH , the
magnetoresistance R drops to vanishingly small values.
This is another hallmark of the IQHE and both are di-
rectly related.

Why are two-dimensional systems (2DESs) so differ-
ent? And what is the origin of the steps and minima?
Classically, electrons in a high magnetic field are forced
onto circular orbits, following the Lorentz force. Quan-
tum mechanically, there exists only a discrete set of al-
lowed orbits at a discrete set of energies. The situation is

not unlike the discrete set of orbits that arise in an atom.
Energetically, these so-called Landau levels represent an
equally spaced ladder of states having energies, Ei!(i
" 1

2 )heB/(2!m) (i!1,2,3, . . . ), proportional to the
magnetic field B. Here m is the electron mass and h is
Planck’s constant. (Throughout this lecture we are ne-
glecting the effects due to the electron spin. It simplifies
the discussion without much loss of generality.) Elec-
trons can only reside at these energies, but not in the
large energy gaps in between. The existence of the gaps
is crucial for the occurrence of the IQHE. Here 2DESs
differ decisively from electrons in three dimensions. Mo-
tion in the third dimension, along the magnetic field, can
add any amount of energy to the energy of the Landau
levels. Therefore, in three dimensions, the energy gaps
are filled up and hence eliminated, preventing the quan-
tum Hall effect from occurring. In 2DESs, in addition to
the existence of energy gaps, the number of electrons
fitting into each Landau level is exactly quantized. It
reflects the number d of orbits that can be packed per
Landau level into each cm2 of the specimen. This turns
out to be d!eB/h . Notice that this capacity per Landau
level, also called its degeneracy, apart from natural con-
stants, depends only on the magnetic field B. None of
the materials parameters enters in any way. It is there-
fore a universal measure, independent of the material
employed.

Let the sample have a fixed 2D electron density n. At
low temperatures, where all electrons try to fall into the
energetically lowest available states, and in a sufficiently
high magnetic field, all electrons fit into the lowest Lan-
dau level, filling it only partially. As the field is lowered,
the capacity of the Landau levels shrink according to d
!eB/h . At B1!nh/e the lowest Landau level is exactly
full. Any further reduction of the field requires the first
electron to leave the lowest Landau level and jump
across the energy gap to the next higher Landau level at
an energy cost of heB1 /(2!m). Reducing the field to
B2!(nh/e)/2!B1/2 fills two Landau levels, and the first
electron has to move to the third level, etc. This creates
a sequence of fields Bi!(nh/e)/i , at which all electrons
fill up an exact number of Landau levels, keeping all
higher Landau levels exactly empty. At these special
points on the magnetic-field axis, the magnetoresistance
R drops momentarily and the Hall resistance RH as-
sumes a set of very special values. Using RH!B/(ne)
from the classical Hall resistance and inserting the val-
ues of the sequence of distinctive fields Bi into the equa-
tion results in a quantized Hall resistance of RH
!h/(ie2), i!1,2,3 . . . . While this is the desired result,
it does not account for the true hallmarks of the IQHE,
which are wide plateaus in RH and broad minima in R.

According to the above derivation, RH would take on
its quantized value only at very precise positions Bi of
magnetic field. This would be a poor basis for a stan-
dard, since the precision to which RH assumes one of the
quantized values would depend on the precision to
which one could determine B. In reality, in the IQHE,
the Hall resistance RH assumes the quantized values
over extended regions of B around Bi .

FIG. 6. Edwin Hall’s Hall data of 1878 as plotted from a table
in his publication. The vertical axis is proportional to the Hall
voltage VH of Fig. 5 and the horizontal axis is proportional to
the magnetic field of Fig. 5. A linear relationship between VH
and B and hence between RH and B is apparent. Since the
days of Edwin Hall, this strictly linear relationship has been
confirmed by many, much more precise experiments.

FIG. 7. The integral quantum Hall effect. Left panel: original
data of the discovery of the integral quantum Hall effect
(IQHE) by Klaus von Klitzing in 1980 in the two-dimensional
electron system of a silicon MOSFET transistor. Instead of a
smooth curve, he observed plateaus in the Hall voltage (UH)
and found concomitant deep minima in the magnetoresistance
(UPP). The horizontal axis represents gate voltage (VG),
which varies the carrier density n. The right panel shows
equivalent data taken on a two-dimensional electron system in
GaAs/AlGaAs. Since these data are plotted vs magnetic field,
they can directly be compared to Edwin Hall’s data of Fig. 6.
Rather than the linear dependence of the Hall resistance on
magnetic field of Fig. 6, these data show wide plateaus in RH
and in addition deep minima in R.
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cooled to 1.5 K, the IQHE features firmed up, develop-

FIG. 8. Photograph of a GaAs/AlGaAs sample. The size is
about 6"1.5 mm. Black area (in reality mirrorlike but reflect-
ing the black camera) is the original surface above the 2DES.
Gray areas have been scratched away to confine the current
path to the center of the sample. White areas are indium
blotches used to make contact with the 2DES. Gold wires are
attached. Specimens like this one, prepared with little atten-
tion to exact dimension or to tidiness, show quantization of the
Hall resistance to an accuracy of about 10 parts in a billion.
The specimen shown is the sample in which the fractional
quantum Hall effect (FQHE) was discovered in 1981.
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dard. Concomitant with the quantization of RH , the
magnetoresistance R drops to vanishingly small values.
This is another hallmark of the IQHE and both are di-
rectly related.

Why are two-dimensional systems (2DESs) so differ-
ent? And what is the origin of the steps and minima?
Classically, electrons in a high magnetic field are forced
onto circular orbits, following the Lorentz force. Quan-
tum mechanically, there exists only a discrete set of al-
lowed orbits at a discrete set of energies. The situation is

not unlike the discrete set of orbits that arise in an atom.
Energetically, these so-called Landau levels represent an
equally spaced ladder of states having energies, Ei!(i
" 1

2 )heB/(2!m) (i!1,2,3, . . . ), proportional to the
magnetic field B. Here m is the electron mass and h is
Planck’s constant. (Throughout this lecture we are ne-
glecting the effects due to the electron spin. It simplifies
the discussion without much loss of generality.) Elec-
trons can only reside at these energies, but not in the
large energy gaps in between. The existence of the gaps
is crucial for the occurrence of the IQHE. Here 2DESs
differ decisively from electrons in three dimensions. Mo-
tion in the third dimension, along the magnetic field, can
add any amount of energy to the energy of the Landau
levels. Therefore, in three dimensions, the energy gaps
are filled up and hence eliminated, preventing the quan-
tum Hall effect from occurring. In 2DESs, in addition to
the existence of energy gaps, the number of electrons
fitting into each Landau level is exactly quantized. It
reflects the number d of orbits that can be packed per
Landau level into each cm2 of the specimen. This turns
out to be d!eB/h . Notice that this capacity per Landau
level, also called its degeneracy, apart from natural con-
stants, depends only on the magnetic field B. None of
the materials parameters enters in any way. It is there-
fore a universal measure, independent of the material
employed.

Let the sample have a fixed 2D electron density n. At
low temperatures, where all electrons try to fall into the
energetically lowest available states, and in a sufficiently
high magnetic field, all electrons fit into the lowest Lan-
dau level, filling it only partially. As the field is lowered,
the capacity of the Landau levels shrink according to d
!eB/h . At B1!nh/e the lowest Landau level is exactly
full. Any further reduction of the field requires the first
electron to leave the lowest Landau level and jump
across the energy gap to the next higher Landau level at
an energy cost of heB1 /(2!m). Reducing the field to
B2!(nh/e)/2!B1/2 fills two Landau levels, and the first
electron has to move to the third level, etc. This creates
a sequence of fields Bi!(nh/e)/i , at which all electrons
fill up an exact number of Landau levels, keeping all
higher Landau levels exactly empty. At these special
points on the magnetic-field axis, the magnetoresistance
R drops momentarily and the Hall resistance RH as-
sumes a set of very special values. Using RH!B/(ne)
from the classical Hall resistance and inserting the val-
ues of the sequence of distinctive fields Bi into the equa-
tion results in a quantized Hall resistance of RH
!h/(ie2), i!1,2,3 . . . . While this is the desired result,
it does not account for the true hallmarks of the IQHE,
which are wide plateaus in RH and broad minima in R.

According to the above derivation, RH would take on
its quantized value only at very precise positions Bi of
magnetic field. This would be a poor basis for a stan-
dard, since the precision to which RH assumes one of the
quantized values would depend on the precision to
which one could determine B. In reality, in the IQHE,
the Hall resistance RH assumes the quantized values
over extended regions of B around Bi .

FIG. 6. Edwin Hall’s Hall data of 1878 as plotted from a table
in his publication. The vertical axis is proportional to the Hall
voltage VH of Fig. 5 and the horizontal axis is proportional to
the magnetic field of Fig. 5. A linear relationship between VH
and B and hence between RH and B is apparent. Since the
days of Edwin Hall, this strictly linear relationship has been
confirmed by many, much more precise experiments.

FIG. 7. The integral quantum Hall effect. Left panel: original
data of the discovery of the integral quantum Hall effect
(IQHE) by Klaus von Klitzing in 1980 in the two-dimensional
electron system of a silicon MOSFET transistor. Instead of a
smooth curve, he observed plateaus in the Hall voltage (UH)
and found concomitant deep minima in the magnetoresistance
(UPP). The horizontal axis represents gate voltage (VG),
which varies the carrier density n. The right panel shows
equivalent data taken on a two-dimensional electron system in
GaAs/AlGaAs. Since these data are plotted vs magnetic field,
they can directly be compared to Edwin Hall’s data of Fig. 6.
Rather than the linear dependence of the Hall resistance on
magnetic field of Fig. 6, these data show wide plateaus in RH
and in addition deep minima in R.
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The origin for plateau formation and broad minima
lies in electron localization. In spite of the extreme care
with which the 2DES is prepared, there remain some
energetic valleys and hillocks along the interface, be
they due to residual defects, steps, or impurities. Each
Landau level is a reproduction of this uneven landscape.
As a Landau level is being filled with electrons, some of
the electrons get trapped (localized) and isolated. They
no longer participate in the electrical conduction
through the specimen, and these patches of localized
electrons become inert and act like a set of holes cut out
from the 2D sheet. As in a perforated metal sheet, such
isolated patches do not affect the measurements of the
density of mobile carriers in the flat part of the land-
scape, which are circumnavigating the hills and valleys.
As long as filling and emptying of a Landau level fills or
empties only the localized states at the energetic fringes,
while keeping the Landau level in the extended flat re-
gions full to capacity, the sample’s Hall resistance RH
and magnetoresistance R remain steady. Since, in the
conducting regions, the Landau level is full, the Hall
resistance remains fixed to its quantized value. Localized
electrons provide a reservoir of carriers that keep the
Landau levels in the energetically flat part of the sample
exactly filled for finite stretches of magnetic field, giving
rise to finite stretches of quantized Hall resistance and
vanishing resistance in the IQHE.

The precision of quantization does not depend on the
shape and size of the specimen, nor on the particular
care taken to define its contact regions. (Figure 8 shows
a particularly egregious example.) In a quirk of nature,
the existence and precision of the IQHE plateaus re-
quires the existence of imperfections in the sample.
Without such dirt there would be no IQHE. Instead,

even in a 2DES, one would revert to Edwin Hall’s
straight line.

In an ingenious thought experiment, Bob Laughlin
was able to deduce the existence and precision of the
IQHE from a set of very simple experimental ingredi-
ents (see his contribution to this volume). In his ap-
proach, the value of RH!h/(ie2)!(h/e)/(ie) emerges
as a ratio of the magnetic flux quantum !0!h/e and the
electronic charge e, together with the number of occu-
pied Landau levels i. Magnetic flux quanta are the el-
ementary units in which a magnetic field interacts with a
system of electrons. (The magnetic field itself is not
quantized. This is different from charge, which usually
comes in chunks of e. However, for the purposes of this
lecture, which deals with magnetic fields in the presence
of electrons, one may think of it as being quantized.)
Being the ratio of !0 to e, one can regard RH as being a
very precise measure of the electron charge when ex-
pressed as e!!0 /(iRH). From this purview, Klaus von
Klitzing’s experiment has provided a highly accurate
electrometer to determine the charge of the current-
carrying particle in a 2DES.

THE FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

Discovery

In the beginning of October, 1981, Dan Tsui and I,
both working at Bell Labs, had taken a specimen of a
new sample made from modulation-doped GaAs/
AlGaAs material to the Francis Bitter Magnet Lab at
MIT in Cambridge. The sample had been grown by Art
Gossard, also of Bell Labs, and his assistant Willie Wieg-
mann. Having gained increasing experience with modu-
lation doping over the course of a couple of years, they
had, for the first time, been able to fabricate a low-
electron-density sample (n!1.23"1011 cm#2) with an
exceedingly high mobility of "!90 000 cm2/V sec. Fig-
ure 8 is actually a photograph of this specimen. Given
the high magnetic fields available at the magnet lab, we
foresaw being able to venture into the so-called extreme
quantum limit, where the lowest Landau level is only
partially occupied with electrons. The goal was to inves-
tigate this regime for signs of the so-called Wigner solid,
an electron crystal in two dimensions. The formation of
such a regular array of electrons had been predicted
theoretically, but remained unobserved.

On October 7, a Hall measurement on this specimen
at the temperature of liquid He (4.2 K) produced the
data at the top of Fig. 9. The largely linear relationship
between Hall resistance RH and magnetic field B is evi-
dent. Deviations at low field indicate the emergence of
the IQHE. Knowledge of the electron density, as well as
the values of the resistance steps #RH!h/(ie2), i
!1,2,3 . . . ], clearly identify these features as the IQHE.
With the last (i!1) step occurring at B$5 T (%7 cm on
the mm paper), for all fields beyond this point the elec-
trons had to reside in the lowest Landau level, filling it
to only a fraction & of its capacity. As the sample was
cooled to 1.5 K, the IQHE features firmed up, develop-

FIG. 8. Photograph of a GaAs/AlGaAs sample. The size is
about 6"1.5 mm. Black area (in reality mirrorlike but reflect-
ing the black camera) is the original surface above the 2DES.
Gray areas have been scratched away to confine the current
path to the center of the sample. White areas are indium
blotches used to make contact with the 2DES. Gold wires are
attached. Specimens like this one, prepared with little atten-
tion to exact dimension or to tidiness, show quantization of the
Hall resistance to an accuracy of about 10 parts in a billion.
The specimen shown is the sample in which the fractional
quantum Hall effect (FQHE) was discovered in 1981.
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dard. Concomitant with the quantization of RH , the
magnetoresistance R drops to vanishingly small values.
This is another hallmark of the IQHE and both are di-
rectly related.

Why are two-dimensional systems (2DESs) so differ-
ent? And what is the origin of the steps and minima?
Classically, electrons in a high magnetic field are forced
onto circular orbits, following the Lorentz force. Quan-
tum mechanically, there exists only a discrete set of al-
lowed orbits at a discrete set of energies. The situation is

not unlike the discrete set of orbits that arise in an atom.
Energetically, these so-called Landau levels represent an
equally spaced ladder of states having energies, Ei!(i
" 1

2 )heB/(2!m) (i!1,2,3, . . . ), proportional to the
magnetic field B. Here m is the electron mass and h is
Planck’s constant. (Throughout this lecture we are ne-
glecting the effects due to the electron spin. It simplifies
the discussion without much loss of generality.) Elec-
trons can only reside at these energies, but not in the
large energy gaps in between. The existence of the gaps
is crucial for the occurrence of the IQHE. Here 2DESs
differ decisively from electrons in three dimensions. Mo-
tion in the third dimension, along the magnetic field, can
add any amount of energy to the energy of the Landau
levels. Therefore, in three dimensions, the energy gaps
are filled up and hence eliminated, preventing the quan-
tum Hall effect from occurring. In 2DESs, in addition to
the existence of energy gaps, the number of electrons
fitting into each Landau level is exactly quantized. It
reflects the number d of orbits that can be packed per
Landau level into each cm2 of the specimen. This turns
out to be d!eB/h . Notice that this capacity per Landau
level, also called its degeneracy, apart from natural con-
stants, depends only on the magnetic field B. None of
the materials parameters enters in any way. It is there-
fore a universal measure, independent of the material
employed.

Let the sample have a fixed 2D electron density n. At
low temperatures, where all electrons try to fall into the
energetically lowest available states, and in a sufficiently
high magnetic field, all electrons fit into the lowest Lan-
dau level, filling it only partially. As the field is lowered,
the capacity of the Landau levels shrink according to d
!eB/h . At B1!nh/e the lowest Landau level is exactly
full. Any further reduction of the field requires the first
electron to leave the lowest Landau level and jump
across the energy gap to the next higher Landau level at
an energy cost of heB1 /(2!m). Reducing the field to
B2!(nh/e)/2!B1/2 fills two Landau levels, and the first
electron has to move to the third level, etc. This creates
a sequence of fields Bi!(nh/e)/i , at which all electrons
fill up an exact number of Landau levels, keeping all
higher Landau levels exactly empty. At these special
points on the magnetic-field axis, the magnetoresistance
R drops momentarily and the Hall resistance RH as-
sumes a set of very special values. Using RH!B/(ne)
from the classical Hall resistance and inserting the val-
ues of the sequence of distinctive fields Bi into the equa-
tion results in a quantized Hall resistance of RH
!h/(ie2), i!1,2,3 . . . . While this is the desired result,
it does not account for the true hallmarks of the IQHE,
which are wide plateaus in RH and broad minima in R.

According to the above derivation, RH would take on
its quantized value only at very precise positions Bi of
magnetic field. This would be a poor basis for a stan-
dard, since the precision to which RH assumes one of the
quantized values would depend on the precision to
which one could determine B. In reality, in the IQHE,
the Hall resistance RH assumes the quantized values
over extended regions of B around Bi .

FIG. 6. Edwin Hall’s Hall data of 1878 as plotted from a table
in his publication. The vertical axis is proportional to the Hall
voltage VH of Fig. 5 and the horizontal axis is proportional to
the magnetic field of Fig. 5. A linear relationship between VH
and B and hence between RH and B is apparent. Since the
days of Edwin Hall, this strictly linear relationship has been
confirmed by many, much more precise experiments.

FIG. 7. The integral quantum Hall effect. Left panel: original
data of the discovery of the integral quantum Hall effect
(IQHE) by Klaus von Klitzing in 1980 in the two-dimensional
electron system of a silicon MOSFET transistor. Instead of a
smooth curve, he observed plateaus in the Hall voltage (UH)
and found concomitant deep minima in the magnetoresistance
(UPP). The horizontal axis represents gate voltage (VG),
which varies the carrier density n. The right panel shows
equivalent data taken on a two-dimensional electron system in
GaAs/AlGaAs. Since these data are plotted vs magnetic field,
they can directly be compared to Edwin Hall’s data of Fig. 6.
Rather than the linear dependence of the Hall resistance on
magnetic field of Fig. 6, these data show wide plateaus in RH
and in addition deep minima in R.
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The origin for plateau formation and broad minima
lies in electron localization. In spite of the extreme care
with which the 2DES is prepared, there remain some
energetic valleys and hillocks along the interface, be
they due to residual defects, steps, or impurities. Each
Landau level is a reproduction of this uneven landscape.
As a Landau level is being filled with electrons, some of
the electrons get trapped (localized) and isolated. They
no longer participate in the electrical conduction
through the specimen, and these patches of localized
electrons become inert and act like a set of holes cut out
from the 2D sheet. As in a perforated metal sheet, such
isolated patches do not affect the measurements of the
density of mobile carriers in the flat part of the land-
scape, which are circumnavigating the hills and valleys.
As long as filling and emptying of a Landau level fills or
empties only the localized states at the energetic fringes,
while keeping the Landau level in the extended flat re-
gions full to capacity, the sample’s Hall resistance RH
and magnetoresistance R remain steady. Since, in the
conducting regions, the Landau level is full, the Hall
resistance remains fixed to its quantized value. Localized
electrons provide a reservoir of carriers that keep the
Landau levels in the energetically flat part of the sample
exactly filled for finite stretches of magnetic field, giving
rise to finite stretches of quantized Hall resistance and
vanishing resistance in the IQHE.

The precision of quantization does not depend on the
shape and size of the specimen, nor on the particular
care taken to define its contact regions. (Figure 8 shows
a particularly egregious example.) In a quirk of nature,
the existence and precision of the IQHE plateaus re-
quires the existence of imperfections in the sample.
Without such dirt there would be no IQHE. Instead,

even in a 2DES, one would revert to Edwin Hall’s
straight line.

In an ingenious thought experiment, Bob Laughlin
was able to deduce the existence and precision of the
IQHE from a set of very simple experimental ingredi-
ents (see his contribution to this volume). In his ap-
proach, the value of RH!h/(ie2)!(h/e)/(ie) emerges
as a ratio of the magnetic flux quantum !0!h/e and the
electronic charge e, together with the number of occu-
pied Landau levels i. Magnetic flux quanta are the el-
ementary units in which a magnetic field interacts with a
system of electrons. (The magnetic field itself is not
quantized. This is different from charge, which usually
comes in chunks of e. However, for the purposes of this
lecture, which deals with magnetic fields in the presence
of electrons, one may think of it as being quantized.)
Being the ratio of !0 to e, one can regard RH as being a
very precise measure of the electron charge when ex-
pressed as e!!0 /(iRH). From this purview, Klaus von
Klitzing’s experiment has provided a highly accurate
electrometer to determine the charge of the current-
carrying particle in a 2DES.

THE FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

Discovery

In the beginning of October, 1981, Dan Tsui and I,
both working at Bell Labs, had taken a specimen of a
new sample made from modulation-doped GaAs/
AlGaAs material to the Francis Bitter Magnet Lab at
MIT in Cambridge. The sample had been grown by Art
Gossard, also of Bell Labs, and his assistant Willie Wieg-
mann. Having gained increasing experience with modu-
lation doping over the course of a couple of years, they
had, for the first time, been able to fabricate a low-
electron-density sample (n!1.23"1011 cm#2) with an
exceedingly high mobility of "!90 000 cm2/V sec. Fig-
ure 8 is actually a photograph of this specimen. Given
the high magnetic fields available at the magnet lab, we
foresaw being able to venture into the so-called extreme
quantum limit, where the lowest Landau level is only
partially occupied with electrons. The goal was to inves-
tigate this regime for signs of the so-called Wigner solid,
an electron crystal in two dimensions. The formation of
such a regular array of electrons had been predicted
theoretically, but remained unobserved.

On October 7, a Hall measurement on this specimen
at the temperature of liquid He (4.2 K) produced the
data at the top of Fig. 9. The largely linear relationship
between Hall resistance RH and magnetic field B is evi-
dent. Deviations at low field indicate the emergence of
the IQHE. Knowledge of the electron density, as well as
the values of the resistance steps #RH!h/(ie2), i
!1,2,3 . . . ], clearly identify these features as the IQHE.
With the last (i!1) step occurring at B$5 T (%7 cm on
the mm paper), for all fields beyond this point the elec-
trons had to reside in the lowest Landau level, filling it
to only a fraction & of its capacity. As the sample was
cooled to 1.5 K, the IQHE features firmed up, develop-

FIG. 8. Photograph of a GaAs/AlGaAs sample. The size is
about 6"1.5 mm. Black area (in reality mirrorlike but reflect-
ing the black camera) is the original surface above the 2DES.
Gray areas have been scratched away to confine the current
path to the center of the sample. White areas are indium
blotches used to make contact with the 2DES. Gold wires are
attached. Specimens like this one, prepared with little atten-
tion to exact dimension or to tidiness, show quantization of the
Hall resistance to an accuracy of about 10 parts in a billion.
The specimen shown is the sample in which the fractional
quantum Hall effect (FQHE) was discovered in 1981.
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Application of a magnetic field normal to the plane
further quantizes the in-plane motion into Landau levels
at energies Ei⌅(i⇧1/2)⇥⌅c , where ⌅c⌅eB/m* repre-
sents the cyclotron frequency, B the magnetic field, and
m* the effective mass of electrons having charge e. The
number of available states in each Landau level, d
⌅2eB/h , is linearly proportional to B. The electron spin
can further split the Landau level into two, each holding
eB/h states per unit area. Thus the energy spectrum of
the 2D electron system in a magnetic field is a series of
discrete levels, each having a degeneracy of eB/h (Ando
et al., 1983).

At low temperature (T�Landau/spin splitting) and in
a B field, the electron population of the 2D system is
given simply by the Landau-level filling factor ⌃⌅n/d
⌅n/(eB/h). As it turns out, ⌃ is a parameter of central
importance to 2D electron physics in high magnetic
fields. Since h/e⌅⇧0 is the magnetic-flux quantum, ⌃ de-
notes the ratio of electron density to magnetic-flux den-
sity, or more succinctly, the number of electrons per flux
quantum. Much of the physics of 2D electrons in a B
field can be cast in terms of this filling factor.

Most of the experiments performed on 2D electron
systems are electrical resistance measurements, although
in recent years several more sophisticated experimental
tools have been successfully employed. In electrical
measurements, two characteristic voltages are measured
as a function of B, which, when divided by the applied
current, yield the magnetoresistance Rxx and the Hall
resistance Rxy (see insert Fig. 1). While the former, mea-
sured along the current path, reduces to the regular re-
sistance at zero field, the latter, measured across the cur-
rent path, vanishes at B⌅0 and, in an ordinary
conductor, increases linearly with increasing B. This
Hall voltage is a simple consequence of the Lorentz
force’s acting on the moving carriers, deflecting them
into the direction normal to current and magnetic field.
According to this classical model, the Hall resistance is
Rxy⌅B/ne , which has made it, traditionally, a conve-
nient measure of n.

It is evident that in a B field current and voltage are
no longer collinear. Therefore the resistivity �̂ which is
simply derived from Rxx and Rxy by taking into account
geometrical factors and symmetry, is no longer a num-
ber but a tensor. Accordingly, conductivity ⇤̂ and resis-
tivity are no longer simply inverse to each other, but
obey a tensor relationship ⇤̂⌅ �̂⇤1. As a consequence,
for all cases of relevance to this review, the Hall conduc-
tance is indeed the inverse of the Hall resistance, but the
magnetoconductance is under most conditions propor-
tional to the magnetoresistance. Therefore, at vanishing
resistance (��0), the system behaves like an insulator
(⇤�0) rather than like an ideal conductor. We hasten
to add that this relationship, although counterintuitive,
is a simple consequence of the Lorentz force’s acting on
the electrons and is not at the origin of any of the phe-
nomena to be reviewed.

Figure 1 shows a classical example of the characteris-
tic resistances of a 2D electron system as a function of
an intense magnetic field at a temperature of 85 mK.

The striking observation, peculiar to 2D, is the appear-
ance of steps in the Hall resistance Rxy and exception-
ally strong modulations of the magnetoresistance Rxx ,
dropping to vanishing values. These are the hallmarks of
the quantum Hall effects.

III. THE INTEGRAL QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

Integer numbers in Fig. 1 indicate the position of the
integral quantum Hall effect (IQHE) (Von Klitzing,
et al., 1980). The associated features are the result of the
discretization of the energy spectrum due to confine-
ment to two dimensions plus Landau/spin quantization.

At specific magnetic fields Bi , when the filling factor
⌃⌅n/(eB/h)⌅i is an integer, an exact number of these
levels is filled, and the Fermi level resides within one of
the energy gaps. There are no states available in the
vicinity of the Fermi energy. Therefore, at these singular
positions in the magnetic field, the electron system is
rendered incompressible, and its transport parameters
(Rxx ,Rxy) assume quantized values (Laughlin, 1981).
Localized states in the tails of each Landau/spin level,
which are a result of residual disorder in the 2D system,
extend the range of quantized transport from a set of
precise points in B to finite ranges of B, leading at inte-
ger filling factors to the observed plateaus in the Hall

FIG. 1. Composite view showing the Hall resistance Rxy
⌅Vy /Ix and the magnetoresistance Rxx⌅Vx /Ix of a two-
dimensional electron system of density n⌅2.33⇥1011 cm⇤2 at a
temperature of 85 mK, vs magnetic field. Numbers identify the
filling factor ⌃, which indicates the degree to which the se-
quence of Landau levels is filled with electrons. Instead of ris-
ing strictly linearly with magnetic field, Rxy exhibits plateaus,
quantized to h/(⌃e2) concomitant with minima of vanishing
Rxx . These are the hallmarks of the integral (⌃⌅i⌅integer)
quantum Hall effect (IQHE) and fractional (⌃⌅p/q) quantum
Hall effect (FQHE). While the features of the IQHE are the
results of the quantization conditions for individual electrons
in a magnetic field, the FQHE is of many-particle origin. The
insert shows the measurement geometry. B⌅magnetic field,
Ix⌅current, Vx⌅longitudinal voltage, and Vy⌅transverse or
Hall voltage. From Eisenstein and Stormer, 1990.
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The origin for plateau formation and broad minima
lies in electron localization. In spite of the extreme care
with which the 2DES is prepared, there remain some
energetic valleys and hillocks along the interface, be
they due to residual defects, steps, or impurities. Each
Landau level is a reproduction of this uneven landscape.
As a Landau level is being filled with electrons, some of
the electrons get trapped (localized) and isolated. They
no longer participate in the electrical conduction
through the specimen, and these patches of localized
electrons become inert and act like a set of holes cut out
from the 2D sheet. As in a perforated metal sheet, such
isolated patches do not affect the measurements of the
density of mobile carriers in the flat part of the land-
scape, which are circumnavigating the hills and valleys.
As long as filling and emptying of a Landau level fills or
empties only the localized states at the energetic fringes,
while keeping the Landau level in the extended flat re-
gions full to capacity, the sample’s Hall resistance RH
and magnetoresistance R remain steady. Since, in the
conducting regions, the Landau level is full, the Hall
resistance remains fixed to its quantized value. Localized
electrons provide a reservoir of carriers that keep the
Landau levels in the energetically flat part of the sample
exactly filled for finite stretches of magnetic field, giving
rise to finite stretches of quantized Hall resistance and
vanishing resistance in the IQHE.

The precision of quantization does not depend on the
shape and size of the specimen, nor on the particular
care taken to define its contact regions. (Figure 8 shows
a particularly egregious example.) In a quirk of nature,
the existence and precision of the IQHE plateaus re-
quires the existence of imperfections in the sample.
Without such dirt there would be no IQHE. Instead,

even in a 2DES, one would revert to Edwin Hall’s
straight line.

In an ingenious thought experiment, Bob Laughlin
was able to deduce the existence and precision of the
IQHE from a set of very simple experimental ingredi-
ents (see his contribution to this volume). In his ap-
proach, the value of RH!h/(ie2)!(h/e)/(ie) emerges
as a ratio of the magnetic flux quantum !0!h/e and the
electronic charge e, together with the number of occu-
pied Landau levels i. Magnetic flux quanta are the el-
ementary units in which a magnetic field interacts with a
system of electrons. (The magnetic field itself is not
quantized. This is different from charge, which usually
comes in chunks of e. However, for the purposes of this
lecture, which deals with magnetic fields in the presence
of electrons, one may think of it as being quantized.)
Being the ratio of !0 to e, one can regard RH as being a
very precise measure of the electron charge when ex-
pressed as e!!0 /(iRH). From this purview, Klaus von
Klitzing’s experiment has provided a highly accurate
electrometer to determine the charge of the current-
carrying particle in a 2DES.

THE FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

Discovery

In the beginning of October, 1981, Dan Tsui and I,
both working at Bell Labs, had taken a specimen of a
new sample made from modulation-doped GaAs/
AlGaAs material to the Francis Bitter Magnet Lab at
MIT in Cambridge. The sample had been grown by Art
Gossard, also of Bell Labs, and his assistant Willie Wieg-
mann. Having gained increasing experience with modu-
lation doping over the course of a couple of years, they
had, for the first time, been able to fabricate a low-
electron-density sample (n!1.23"1011 cm#2) with an
exceedingly high mobility of "!90 000 cm2/V sec. Fig-
ure 8 is actually a photograph of this specimen. Given
the high magnetic fields available at the magnet lab, we
foresaw being able to venture into the so-called extreme
quantum limit, where the lowest Landau level is only
partially occupied with electrons. The goal was to inves-
tigate this regime for signs of the so-called Wigner solid,
an electron crystal in two dimensions. The formation of
such a regular array of electrons had been predicted
theoretically, but remained unobserved.

On October 7, a Hall measurement on this specimen
at the temperature of liquid He (4.2 K) produced the
data at the top of Fig. 9. The largely linear relationship
between Hall resistance RH and magnetic field B is evi-
dent. Deviations at low field indicate the emergence of
the IQHE. Knowledge of the electron density, as well as
the values of the resistance steps #RH!h/(ie2), i
!1,2,3 . . . ], clearly identify these features as the IQHE.
With the last (i!1) step occurring at B$5 T (%7 cm on
the mm paper), for all fields beyond this point the elec-
trons had to reside in the lowest Landau level, filling it
to only a fraction & of its capacity. As the sample was
cooled to 1.5 K, the IQHE features firmed up, develop-

FIG. 8. Photograph of a GaAs/AlGaAs sample. The size is
about 6"1.5 mm. Black area (in reality mirrorlike but reflect-
ing the black camera) is the original surface above the 2DES.
Gray areas have been scratched away to confine the current
path to the center of the sample. White areas are indium
blotches used to make contact with the 2DES. Gold wires are
attached. Specimens like this one, prepared with little atten-
tion to exact dimension or to tidiness, show quantization of the
Hall resistance to an accuracy of about 10 parts in a billion.
The specimen shown is the sample in which the fractional
quantum Hall effect (FQHE) was discovered in 1981.
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• Zhang, Hansson and Kivelson ‘89; López and Fradkin ‘91; 
others: Chern-Simons as effective hydrodynamics of FQHE. 
Here following Wen and Zee ’92.
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FIG. 1 Top: The two elementary braid operations σ1 and σ2 on

three particles. Middle: Here we show σ2σ1 ̸= σ1σ2, hence the

braid group is Non-Abelian. Bottom: The braid relation (Eq. 3)

σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1.

of the corresponding trajectories, i.e. the vertical stacking of

the two drawings. (As may be seen from the figure, the order

in which they are multiplied is important because the group

is non-Abelian, meaning that multiplication is not commuta-

tive.)

The braid group can be represented algebraically in terms of

generators σi, with 1 ≤ i ≤ N−1. We choose an arbitrary or-
dering of the particles 1, 2, . . . , N .2 σi is a counter-clockwise

exchange of the ith and (i + 1)th particles. σ−1
i is, therefore, a

clockwise exchange of the ith and (i + 1)th particles. The σis

satisfy the defining relations (see Fig. 1),

σiσj = σjσi for |i − j| ≥ 2
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σi σi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (3)

The only difference from the permutation group SN is that

σ2
i ̸= 1, but this makes an enormous difference. While
the permutation group is finite, the number of elements in

the group |SN | = N !, the braid group is infinite, even for
just two particles. Furthermore, there are non-trivial topolog-

ical classes of trajectories even when the particles are distin-

guishable, e.g. in the two-particle case those trajectories in

2 Choosing a different ordering would amount to a relabeling of the elements

of the braid group, as given by conjugation by the braid which transforms

one ordering into the other.

which one particle winds around the other an integer num-

ber of times. These topological classes correspond to the ele-

ments of the ‘pure’ braid group, which is the subgroup of the

braid group containing only elements which bring each parti-

cle back to its own initial position, not the initial position of

one of the other particles. The richness of the braid group is

the key fact enabling quantum computation through quasipar-

ticle braiding.

To define the quantum evolution of a system, we must now

specify how the braid group acts on the states of the system.

The simplest possibilities are one-dimensional representations

of the braid group. In these cases, the wavefunction acquires

a phase θ when one particle is taken around another, analo-
gous to Eqs. 1, 2. The special cases θ = 0, π are bosons
and fermions, respectively, while particles with other values

of θ are anyons (Wilczek, 1990). These are straightforward
many-particle generalizations of the two-particle case consid-

ered above. An arbitrary element of the braid group is rep-

resented by the factor eimθ where m is the total number of

times that one particle winds around another in a counter-

clockwise manner (minus the number of times that a particle

winds around another in a clockwise manner). These repre-

sentations are Abelian since the order of braiding operations

in unimportant. However, they can still have a quite rich struc-

ture since there can be ns different particle species with pa-

rameters θab, where a, b = 1, 2, . . . , ns, specifying the phases

resulting from braiding a particle of type a around a particle of
type b. Since distinguishable particles can braid non-trivially,
i.e. θab can be non-zero for a ̸= b as well as for a = b,
anyonic ‘statistics’ is, perhaps, better understood as a kind of

topological interaction between particles.

We now turn to non-Abelian braiding statistics, which

are associated with higher-dimensional representations of the

braid group. Higher-dimensional representations can occur

when there is a degenerate set of g states with particles at fixed
positionsR1, R2, . . ., Rn. Let us define an orthonormal basis

ψα, α = 1, 2, . . . , g of these degenerate states. Then an ele-
ment of the braid group – say σ1, which exchanges particles 1

and 2 – is represented by a g × g unitary matrix ρ(σ1) acting
on these states.

ψα → [ρ(σ1)]αβ ψβ (4)

On the other hand, exchanging particles 2 and 3 leads to:

ψα → [ρ(σ2)]αβ ψβ (5)

Both ρ(σ1) and ρ(σ2) are g × g dimensional unitary matri-
ces, which define unitary transformation within the subspace

of degenerate ground states. If ρ(σ1) and ρ(σ1) do not com-
mute, [ρ(σ1)]αβ [ρ(σ2)]βγ ̸= [ρ(σ2)]αβ [ρ(σ1)]βγ , the parti-

cles obey non-Abelian braiding statistics. Unless they com-

mute for any interchange of particles, in which case the par-

ticles’ braiding statistics is Abelian, braiding quasiparticles

will cause non-trivial rotations within the degenerate many-

quasiparticle Hilbert space. Furthermore, it will essentially be

true at low energies that the only way to make non-trivial uni-

tary operations on this degenerate space is by braiding quasi-

particles around each other. This statement is equivalent to a

w1 w2

Nonabelian anyonic  
statistics: braiding matrices can’t 
be simultaneously diagonalized! 
ex: Majorana modes.

~ w1,w2 = U ~ w2,w1

 w1,w2 = ei✓ w2,w1

Potential application: topologically 
protected quantum computing 16

FIG. 17: (color online). A phase weave with α = π (see
text) which gives a π phase shift to the intermediate state
when b′ = 1, and step two of our F weave based construc-
tion. The box labeled P represents an ideal (infinite) α = π
phase weave which is approximated by the weave shown to a
distance ϵ ≃ 1.9 × 10−3. Applying this phase weave to the
intermediate state created by the F weave, as shown, results
in a b′ dependent π phase shift (see Table I with α = π).

all three quasiparticles, b′, has a well-defined value pro-
vided a and b are well defined, as we now show.

First consider the case a = 1. As described above, the
effect of the F weave is then similar to that of the injec-
tion weave from the previous construction — it replaces
the topmost quasiparticle in the bottom qubit with a pair
of quasiparticles with q-spin 1, and the bottommost pair
of quasiparticles in the top qubit (which also has total
q-spin 1) with a single quasiparticle, without changing
any of the other q-spin quantum numbers of the system.
In the limit of an ideal F weave, this means that the b
quantum number does not change after this swap and
so b′ = b. The case a = 0 is simpler, since in this case
the intermediate state is (•, (•, •)0)b′ for which the fusion
rules (2) imply b′ = 1, regardless of the value of b. The
resulting dependence of b′ on a and b is summarized in
Table I.

Having used the F weave to create the intermediate
state (•, (•, •)a)b′ , the next step in our construction is the
application of a weave which performs an operation on
this state which does not change a and b′ but which does
yield an a and b′ dependent phase factor. After carrying
out such a weave, which we will refer to as a phase weave,
we can then apply the inverse of the F weave to restore
the two qubits to their initial states a and b.

For any phase weave we will require that the weft

a b b′ Phase Factor

0 0 b′ = 1 1 eiα

0 1 1 eiα

1 0 b′ = b 0 1

1 1 1 e−iα

TABLE I: Values of b′ for different values of a and b after
applying the F weave as shown in Fig. 16, and the phase
applied to the resulting state by a phase weave with zero
winding. The value of b′ is determined by the fact that b′ = 1
when a = 0 and b′ = b when a = 1, as shown in the text.

FIG. 18: (color online). An inverse F weave and step three
in our F weave construction. The box labeled F−1 is an
ideal (infinite) inverse F weave which is approximated by the
inverse of the F weave shown in Fig. 16, again to a distance
ϵ ≃ 3.1× 10−3. By applying the inverse F weave to the state
obtained after applying the phase weave, as shown, the two
qubits are returned to their initial states, but now with an a
and b dependent phase factor (see Table I).

quasiparticle both start and end in the top position so
that when we join it to the F weave and its inverse there
will be a single weft quasiparticle throughout the entire
gate construction. The phase weave must therefore have
even winding, and with no loss of generality we can con-
sider the case for which the winding satisfies W = 0
(modulo 10). The unitary operation produced by such a
phase weave must then approximately satisfy the equa-
tion

σ2Uweave({ni})σ2 ≃ F

⎛

⎜

⎝

eiα 0

0 e−iα

1

⎞

⎟

⎠
F−1, (22)

where the F matrices are needed to change the Hilbert
space basis from that in which the operation produced by
the phase braid must be diagonal, (the (•, (•, •)) basis),
to that in which the σ1 and σ2 matrices are defined, (the
((•, •), •) basis).

We will see that a phase weave with α = π produces a
two-qubit gate which is equivalent to a controlled-NOT
gate up to single-qubit rotations. The result of a brute
force search for such a phase weave which approximates
the desired operation to a distance ϵ ∼ 10−3 is shown in
Fig. 17. This figure also shows the action of the phase
weave on the intermediate state produced in Fig. 16. In
this weave, the weft quasiparticle is now woven through
the two quasiparticles beneath it, and returns to its orig-
inal position. Because the phase weave produces a di-
agonal operation in the basis shown for the intermediate
state, it does not change the values of a and b′. Its only
effect is to give a phase factor of eiα to the state with
a = 0 (which necessarily has b′ = 1) and e−iα to the
state with a = 1 and b′ = 1. The state with a = 1 and
b′ = 0 is unchanged. These phase factors are also shown
in Table I.

The final step in this construction is to perform the in-
verse of the F weave to return the two qubits to their orig-
inal states. This is shown in Fig. 18. In the limit of exact

From Hormozi et al, 
PRB 75, 165310 (2007)



• Numerical evidence for existence of topologically ordered 
states in fractionally filled Chern bands.  

• One might think that they are a simple extension of the 
FQHE states. However, Chern bands look very different 
from Landau levels.  

• Several approaches suggested to resolve this problem:  
• Wavefunctions : Qi; Wu, Bernevig and Regnault;Liu & 

Bergholtz; Scaffidi & Moller, Lee, Thomale & Qi 
• Partons : McGreevy et al; Lu & Ran 
• Density algebras : Parameswaran, Roy & Sondhi; Roy; 

Murthy Shankar

Fractional Topological Insulators:  What are they and why do we care?



Fractional Topological Insulators:  What are they and why do we care?

Tang, Mei and Wen, PRL 106, 236802 (2011)
Sun et. al., PRL 106, 236803 (2011)

Neupert et. al., PRL 106, 236804 (2011)
Hu, Kargarian and Fiete, PRB 84, 155116 (2011)

Sheng et. al., Nat. Comm. 2, 389 (2011)
Regnault and Bernevig, PRX 1, 021014 (2011)

Wang et. al. PRL 107 146803 (2011)
Wu, Bernevig and Regnault, PRB 85, 075116 (2012)

Bernevig and Regnault, PRB 85 075128 (2012)
Wang et. al. PRL 108, 126805 (2012)

Venderbos et. al. PRL 108 126405 (2012)

• Many proposals for tight-binding models with topologically 
nontrivial bands.
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and in terms of these band operators, the 
Hamiltonian is 
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Evidence	of	ground-state	degeneracy







• Short-distance physics — details of band structure, 
interactions, etc.— is vital to the stability of an FCI.
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Classification of Abelian quantum Hall states and matrix formulation of topological fiuids
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We give a simple and unified treatment of quantum topological fluids such as the quantum Hall fluid.
We show that the order in such fluids can be characterized by a symmetric matrix K, in terms of which
various physical quantities can be determined. We construct K by a matrix iteration procedure which
may be decomposed into two simple elementary steps. The hierarchy construction is shown to be con-
tained in our matrix iteration construction. The relationship between the vortex basis and the dual elec-
tron basis is clarified. We also show that under certain mild assumptions the generalized hierarchy con-
struction exhausts all possible Abelian fractional quantum Hall states. We identify and determine the to-
pological quantity known as the shift. Our formalism may be relevant for recent experimental data on
multilayered systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has become increasingly clear that the fractional
quantum Hall (FQH) states' contain an extremely rich
internal structure. A long-standing problem has been
how to characterize and label the orders in these states.
The answer to this problem is ever more urgently needed
since there are now so many different constructions
available in the literature. It is dificult to see whether
different constructions lead to the same FQH states or
not. We would like to have a unified picture of the
universality classes and the ordering in these states. In
this paper, we present a simple and unified description.
Traditionally, one uses broken symmetries and their as-

sociated order parameters to classify the order and
universality classes of condensed-matter systems. How-
ever, this approach is not applicable to the FQH states.
It was shown that the orders in these states cannot be
classified by broken symmetries and their associated or-
der parameters, because the degeneracy of the ground
state depends on the genus g of the two-dimensional
(closed) space over which these states are defined. Thus,
these states contain a different type of order called topo-
logical order. We will call these topologically ordered
quantum fluids topological fluids for short.
It was pointed out that the simplest topological

fiuids —the Laughlin states with filling factor v= 1j(odd
integer) —contain off-diagonal long-range order for some
unphysical nonlocal operators. This leads to the
Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory of the Laughlin states.
However, it appears that the concept of off-diagonal
long-range order and the corresponding GL theory do
not provide a general description of the topological or-
ders in the FQH states. In particular, it appears that one
cannot use the off-diagonal long-range orders to describe
the internal structures of the non-Abelian FQH states.
Recently, a general mathematical approach to the

long-distance physics of quantum topological fluids was

formulated based on the Chem-Simons theory, ' build-
ing upon earlier work by a number of authors. Exam-
ples of quantum topological fluids include the quantum
Hall fluid, ' the chiral spin fluid, and the anyon
superfluid. ' Here we will focus on the Hall fluid. Simi-
lar discussions may be given for the other fluids. This ap-
proach has the advantage of making clear which proper-
ties of these topological fluids are general and indepen-
dent of the detailed physics at short distances. It also
provides a unified description of both Abelian and non-
Abelian FQH states. (The Abelian states are defined as
those in which all quaisparticles have Abelian statistics,
while the non-Abelian states are those in which some
quasiparticles have non-Abelian statistics. )
In this paper, we will give a complete classification of

the topological orders (or the universality classes) of the
Abelian FQH states. We will show that all possible
Abelian FQH states are labeled by a symmetric integer
valued matrix K with odd diagonal elements. We will
show that the generalized hierarchical construction dis-
cussed in Refs. 5 and 11 exhausts all possible Abelian
FQH states. (Here we ignore the possibility of pairing be-
tween electrons. See the forthcoming discussion. )

Another purpose of this paper is to extend, clarify, and
elaborate on our earlier discussion.
Let us begin by reviewing briefly some basic facts of

this subject. The long-distance physics of the quantum
topological fluids is described in general by the Lagrang-
ian in (2+ 1)-dimensional space time

1 g txtKtJEt)tzy+
47T I J

We use the compact notation ctEt)P=e" t)gi for two
gauge potentials u„and P„. The ellipses in (1.1) represent
short-distance physics about which this formalism has
nothing to say. If the matrix K does not have any zero ei-
genvalue, the gauge potentials el's are all massive' and
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from Wen and Zee, 
PRB 46, 2290 (1992)

Short-distance physics in FQHE



• Short-distance physics — details of band structure, 
interactions, etc.— is vital to the stability of an FCI.
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Laughlin ‘83: Account for Coulomb repulsion by 
extra Jastrow factors (cf. superfluid 4He)

� =
1
m

�L(z1, . . . , zN ) ⇤
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(zi � zj)m · e�
1
4
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i |zi|2

(validated by exact diagonalization)

Short-distance physics in FQHE
Most well-known approach: trial wavefunction formalism



From R. B. Laughlin in 
The quantum Hall effect, 

eds. R. E. Prange and S. M. 
Girvin (1987)

Comparison of a random distribution of electrons 
(left) with a “typical” one for electrons described 
by the Laughlin wavefunction. The configuration 
on the right is more probable by a factor of 106080.
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Trial wavefunctions rely on the analytic structure inherent 
to the LLL; their success is based on keeping electrons 

far from each other.

Short-distance physics in FQHE

Proposals have been made for porting these to lattice 
FCIs, but this essential feature gets lost in the process. 
Thus, we are led to search for alternative formulations of 

the problem.



Review of the SMA
• Feynman-Bijl theory of ⁴He: 

“Rather than look at the Hamiltonian we shall ‘wave 
our hands,’ use analogies with simpler systems, 
draw pictures, and make plausible guesses based 
on physical intuition to obtain a qualitative picture 
of the solutions (wave functions).” 

— R. P. Feynman, Statistical Mechanics (1972)



Review of the SMA
• Feynman-Bijl theory of ⁴He:  

• Bose statistics → GS is real, positive, nodeless, 
symmetric. Maximal amplitude on configurations with 
evenly spaced particles. 

• A change in density can’t be obtained through 
permutations of atoms. → Bose statistics don’t affect 
phonon states. 



• Argue by contradiction that any low-energy non-
phonon excitation must have an amplitude that’s 
negative for at least some configurations of particles 
with uniform density (in order to be orthogonal to GS 
and phonons.) But, because of Bose statistics, all 
these configurations must be equivalent. 

Review of the SMA
Two configurations (solid and dotted) that result 
from large displacements (long arrows) of the 
atoms, can actually be accomplished by much 
smaller adjustments (short arrows) due to the 
bosonic statistics of the atoms. Figure reproduced 
from R. P. Feynman, Statistical Physics (1972).



• Higher-energy excitations must 
involve density fluctuations over 
shorter length scales, of the form

Review of the SMA
• Low-energy excitations are all long-wavelength phonons.

| i
phonon, small k =

X

i

eik.ri |�i

• For k of order 1/a, these are rotons.

Using a variational argument, 
can show energy is optimized for f(ri) = eik.ri.

| i =
X

i

f(ri)|�i.



GMP

• GMP: for fractional ν, must have same k→0 limit, by 
Kohn’s theorem. Implies naive SMA variational 
states will have most amplitude in higher LLs. 

• Naive application of SMA to QHE at ν=1:
s(k) = 1� exp(�k2l2/2)Structure factor ,

�(k) =
~2k2

2m[1� exp(�k2l2/2)]
thus ,

~2/ml2 = ~!cbut, noting that ,

�(k) = ~!c
(kl)2

1� exp(�k2l2/2)
we obtain

as required by Kohn’s theorem.



• GMP idea: obtain more 
physical variational 
excitations for FQHE by 
projecting           to LLL. 
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wave vector, but exhibits a deep minimum at finite k.
This magneto-roton minimum is caused by a peak in s(k)
and is, in this sense, quite analogous to the roton
minimum in helium. ' We interpret the deepening of the
minimum in going from v= —,

' to v= —,
' to be a precursor

of the collapse of the gap which occurs at the critical den-
sity v, for Wigner crystallization. From Fig. 3 we see
that the minimum gap is very small for v& —,. This is
consistent with a recent estimate of the critical density,
v, =1/(6.5+0.5). Within mean-field theory, the Wigner
crystal transition is weakly first order and hence occurs
slightly before the roton mode goes completely soft. Fur-
ther evidence in favor of this interpretation of the roton
minimum is provided by the fact that the magnitude of
the primitive reciprocal-lattice vector for the crystal lies
close to the position of the magneto-roton minimum, as
indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3.
These ideas suggest the physical picture that the liquid

is most susceptible to perturbations whose wavelength
matches the crystal lattice vector. This will be illustrated
in more detail in Sec. XI.
Having provided a physical interpretation of the gap

dispersion and the magneto-roton minimum, we now ex-
amine how accurate the SMA is. Figure 4 shows the ex-
cellent agreement between the SMA prediction for the gap
and exact numerical results for small (%=6,7}systems re-
cently obtained by Haldane and Rezayi. Those authors
have found by direct computation that the single-mode
approximation is quite accurate, particularly near the ro-
ton minimum, where the lowest excitation absorbs 98% of
the oscillator strength. This means that the overlap be-
tween our variational state and the exact lowest excited
eigenstate exceeds 0.98. We believe this agreement con-
firms the validity of the SMA and the use of the
Laughlin-state static structure factor.
Near k =0 there is a small (-20%) discrepancy be-

tween b,sMA(0) and the numerical calculations. It is in-

v=1/3

L"S

Q. 10

0.05

VII. BACKFLOW CORRECTIONS

It is apparent from Fig. 4 that the SMA works extreme-
ly well—better, in fact, than it does for helium. '9 Why is
this so'? Recall that, for the case of helium, the
Feynman-Bijl formula overestimates the roton energy by
about a factor of 2. Feynman traces this problem to the
fact that a roton wave packet made up from the trial wave
functions violates the continuity equation

V (J)=0.
To see how this happens, consider a wave packet

P(ri, . . . , rpg)= I d2k g(k)pkP(r„. . . , r~),
(7.1)

(7.2)

where g(k) is some function (say a Gaussian) sharply
peaked at a wave vector k located in the roton minimum.
It is important to note that this wave packet is quasista-
tionary because the roton group velocity dhldk vanishes
at the roton minimum. Evaluation of the current density
gives the result schematically illustrated in Fig. 5(a). The
current has a fixed direction and is nonzero only in the re-
gion localized around the wave packet. This violates the
continuity equation (7.1} since the density is (approxi-
mately) time independent for the quasistationary packet.
The modified variational wave function of Feynman and
Cohen includes the backflow shown in Fig. 5(b}. This
gives good agreement with the experimental roton energy
and shows that the roton can be viewed as a smoke ring
(closed vortex loop).
A rather different result is obtained for the case of the

quantum Hall effect. The current density operator is

eA(rj }

teresting to speculate that the lack of dispersion near the
roton minimum may combine with residual interactions
to produce a strong pairing of rotons of opposite momen-
ta leading to a two-roton bound state of small total
momentum. This is known to occur in helium. For the
present case b, i~3(0) happens to be approximately twice
the minimum roton energy. Hence the two-roton bound
state which has zero oscillator strength could lie slightly
below the one-phonon state which absorbs all of the oscil-
lator strength. For v & —, the two-roton state will definite-
ly be the lowest-energy state at k =0. It would be in-
teresting to compare the numerical excitation spectrum
with a multiphonon continuum computed using the
dispersion curves obtained from the SMA.

0.00
O.Q 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 + p)+

eA(rj ) z5 (R—rj) (7.3)

FIG. 4. Comparison of SMA prediction of collective mode
energy for v= 3, 5, 7 with numerical results of Haldane and
Rezayi (Ref. 20) for v= —,. Circles are from a seven-particle
spherical system. Horizontal error bars indicate the uncertainty
in converting angular momentum on the sphere to linear
momentum. Triangles are from a six-particle system with a
hexagonal unit cell. Arrows have same meaning as in Fig. 3.

&+ I
J(R)

I
+)=—-vx(e I M(R) I

+)
where

M(R) =p(R)R,

(7.4)

(7.5)

Taking P and P to be any two members of the Hilbert
space of analytic functions described in Sec. IV, it is
straightforward to show that

Kohn’s theorem : In the limit of zero wave vector, the 
cyclotron mode occurs at precisely         and 
saturates the oscillator strength sum rule for the exact 
(interacting) ground state.

~!c

⇢k|�i

• Physical interpretation of the 
roton minimum in FQHE: 
precursor of instability to 
Wigner crystallization.



[⇢LLL(q),⇢LLL(q
0
)] =

2i sin
�
1
2q ^ q0`2B

�
exp

�
1
2q · q0`2B

�
⇢LLL(q+ q0

)

GMP algebra (w/LLL form factor):

Use this to express f(q) in terms of s(q), 
so gap only depends on s(q):

f̄(k) =
1

2

X

q

v(q)(eq
⇤k/2�qk⇤/2)⇥

[s̄(q)e�k2/2(e�k⇤q/2 � e�kq⇤/2) + s̄(k+ q)(ek
⇤q/2 � ekq

⇤/2)]



Our approach
• “Reasonable assumption”: LLL is the optimal flat 

Chern band for FQH phenomena. 

• Distance of any Chern band to LLL can then be 
used as a measure of suitability for FQH-like 
physics.



Motivation

• How do we define distance between non-isomorphic 
Hilbert spaces? 

• Reasonable to assume that the essential physics of LLL is 
captured by GMP commutation relations. 

• It is plausible that, if the GMP algebra is obeyed by a 
projected Chern band, the SMA approximation will also 
hold. 

• Strategy: for Chern band, look at how closely algebra of 
projected density operators approximates GMP algebra.

R. Roy, PRB 90, 165139 (2014). 
S. A. Parameswaran, R. Roy and S. L. Sondhi, C. R. Physique 14, 816 (2013)



⇢q ⌘ P↵⇢(q)P↵ =
X

k
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q

2

⌘
u↵
b
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k� q

2
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�†
k+ q
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�k� q
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At long wavelengths qa ⌧ 1 we may expand

X

b

u↵⇤
b

⇣
k+

q

2

⌘
u↵
b

⇣
k� q

2

⌘
⇡ 1� iq ·

X

b

u↵⇤
b (k)

rk

i
u↵
b (k)

⇡ ei
R k+q/2
k�q/2

dk0·A↵(k0)

Our approach



⇥
⇢q1

, ⇢q2

⇤
⇡ iq1 ^ q2

X

k

"
B↵(k)

X

b

u↵⇤
b (k+)u

↵
b (k�)

⇥�†
k+,↵�k�,↵

i

Assume Berry 
curvature is constant:

Our approach

B↵ =

R
BZ dkB↵(k)R

BZ dk
=

2⇡C↵

ABZ

[⇢q1
, ⇢q2

] ⇡ iq1 ^ q2B↵⇢q1+q2Then



ds2 = h� |� i � h� | ih |� i

O(q2): Berry curvature constant over BZ.
Expand GMP order-by-order around q ⇠ 0. Closure?

O(q3): Pullback of HS metric constant over BZ.

gµ⌫ + i
2

Fµ⌫

=
X

↵2occ

tr
�

@
@kµ

P↵

�
(1� P↵)

�
@

@k⌫
P↵

�

Our approach



tr gµ⌫(k) � |B(k)|Can show ) det g � 1
4 |B|2

Our approach
O(q2): Berry curvature constant over BZ.

Expand GMP order-by-order around q ⇠ 0. Closure?

O(q3): Pullback of HS metric constant over BZ.

Saturating metric trace inequality is stricter than 
determinant inequality: means projected density operators 

identical to GMP algebra, not merely isomorphic.



det g = 1
4 |B|2Closure at all higher orders if

Our approach

[⇢q1
, ⇢q2

] = 2i sin

✓
q1 ^ q2B↵

2

◆
eq1,`g

↵
`mq2,m⇢q1+q2

• Both Berry curvature and FS metric appear in this form of the 
GMP algebra. Algebra applies to higher Chern number bands 
as well.  

• Conditions for “good bands” can be stated purely in terms of 
the FS metric alone. 

O(q2): Berry curvature constant over BZ.
Expand GMP order-by-order around q ⇠ 0. Closure?

O(q3): Pullback of HS metric constant over BZ.



Results: Haldane model

➁
➀

t2e
i�

t1a2

a1

H =

X

NN

t1�X cos k · ai

+ t1�Y

X

NN

sin k · ai

+ �Z

⇣
µAB � 2t2 sin�

X

NNN

sin k · a0i
⌘

F. D. M. Haldane, Phys. Rev. Lett. 61, 2015 (1988).
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Gap vs. geometry
(a)- gaps for bosonic Laughlin, (b)- gaps for fermionic Laughlin, (c) & (d)- plots along M=0 

• Location of max gap for bosonic and fermionic Laughlin agrees with min RMS B 
• Band geometry “interpolates” between bosonic, fermionic statistics 
• For this model, quantum metric does not provide info beyond that supplied by 

curvature.



Augmented Haldane 
model

• Add additional third-NN hopping to Haldane Hamiltonian 
• Set mass M=0; space of remaining relevant couplings still 2d 
• Motivation: 1) reduce curvature fluctuations to level seen in 

Kagome, ruby 2) Enlarge space of couplings in order to 
investigate effects of quantum metric.



Geometry & gap for new parameterization of Haldane-t3
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• Now have large range of parameters with uniform curvature 
• Minimum trace inequality in distinct location from min RMS B



Geometry & gap for new parameterization of Haldane-t3
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• Interpret leftward shift of max gap position in bosonic Laughlin state as being due 
to influence of metric trace inequality (also seen in fermionic Laughlin)
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Results: Kagome 
lattice model

a2

a1

➁➀

➂t2 + i�2

t1 + i�1

Tang, Mei and Wen, PRL 106, 236802 (2011)
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@
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0 cos k3
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0
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Gap vs. RMS B and Tr G for NN-only Kagome model
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• Looking at (correct) RMS B alone shows 
two branches 

• Branches distinguished by including 
information about metric trace inequality 

• Pattern holds in both bosonic Laughlin and 
bosonic Moore-Read states
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Gap vs RMS B, Kagome model, bosonic Laughlin
• Approximately linear trend which holds from min RMS B point all the way to 

the phase boundary (gap closure) 
• Significant scatter, though, which may be explained by quantum metric



Shells of constant RMS B
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• Including all points with low RMS B yields a clear one-way trend, in the 
sense that the largest gaps are obtained only for parameters with low ⟨T ⟩  

• Sampling points in parameter space from isosurfaces of constant RMS B 
shows linear correlation between gap and metric trace



Results: Ruby lattice 
model
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Hu, Kargarian and Fiete, PRB 84, 155116 (2011)
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Gap vs RMS B, ruby model, bosonic Laughlin

• Similar linear dependence of gap on RMS B as seen in Kagome model



Shells of constant RMS B
• Including all points with low RMS B yields a clear one-way trend, in the 

sense that the largest gaps are obtained only for parameters with low ⟨T ⟩  
• Sampling points in parameter space from isosurfaces of constant RMS B 

shows linear correlation between gap and metric trace
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Weak data collapse
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Red, green, blue are ruby, kagome and Haldane-t3



• Topological order in the FQHE and in the Chern bands 
arises at fractional fillings 

• Theorems due to Oshikawa and Hastings extending 
previous work of Lieb, Schultz and Mattis tell us that at 
fractional fillings, without spontaneous symmetry 
breaking, a gap can arise only in conjunction with 
topological order 

• We can now show that even at certain integer fillings of 
systems with nonsymmorphic space group symmetries, 
without spontaneous symmetry breaking, a gap can only 
arise in conjunction with topological order [RR, 2012, 
Parameswaran et al, 2012] 

Topological order and space 
group symmetries



[from	Parameswaran	et	al]

Nonsymmorphic symmetry of diamond 



End



Cross-model 
comparisons



Quantifying degree of correlation on shells of const. RMS B — 
Spearman ρ monotonicity test
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• Nonparametric statistic which is sensitive to any monotonic relationship 
• Perfect correlation for ρ = ±1, no correlation at ρ = 0 
• Find siginifcant, robust negative correlation between gap and metric 

inequality on all isosurfaces of constant RMS B, demonstrating importance 
of trace inequality as a subleading influence on the gap



Gaps vs. RMS B and trace inequality
• Parameters yielding max gap are always in lower-left corner 
• Demonstrates relevance of both band-geometric quantities
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Scaled gaps vs. RMS B and trace inequality
• Scaling argument: k-particle δ-fn interaction means gap should scale as N^(k-1) 
• Polygon = region of common support of all three models
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(New) data collapse restricted to points in common support 
Red, green, blue are ruby, kagome and Haldane-t3 

3 different views of same 3d scatterplot



(New) data collapse restricted to points in common support 
Red, green, blue are ruby, kagome and Haldane-t3 

Surfaces generated from interpolated smoothed scaled gaps


